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Abstract
Seeking for an appropriate design of wind farm (WF) layout constitutes a complex task in a wind energy project. An opti-
mization approach is seriously needed to deal with this complexity, especially with current trend of large WFs area with 
important number of wind turbines (WTs). The present paper investigates optimization study of realistic offshore WF design 
layout (horns-rev1). The main objective of the current study is to design WF area that maximizes the extraction of wind 
power with low cost. In the first step, an optimization model using genetic algorithm with continuous layout representa-
tion is developed to look for the optimal design as a function of WTs placement. The effectiveness of such a methodology 
is validated and compared with the reference and irregular layout of hors-rev1 offshore WF. With the aim to analyze the 
impact of WTs types on WF objectives, four commercial WTs are considered in the second step. The results showed that 
designing WF with big WTs gives best design layout. In addition, it demonstrated that selecting WTs based uniquely on 
rotor diameter size is not always a good idea. It should includes as well the number of WTs that influence significantly the 
power production and WF cost.

Keywords Wind energy project · Design · Wind farm layout · Wind turbines placement · Wake effect · Optimization · 
Genetic algorithm

Abbreviations
x  Wind turbines coordinate in x-axis (m)
y  Wind turbines coordinate in y-axis (m)
dsw  Downstream distance between two wind tur-

bines (m)
dper  Perpendicular distance between two wind 

turbines(m)
D  Rotor diameter (m)
R  Rotor radius (m)
N  Total number of wind turbines
Nup  Number of upstream wind turbines
zh  Height of wind turbines (m)
Vf  Free incoming wind speed (m/s)
Vdf  Wind velocity deficit (m/s)

�  Wind direction (°)
Cp  Power coefficient
WTs  Wind turbines
WF  Wind farm
WFDLO  Wind farm design layout optimization
COE  Cost of energy
ηm  Gearbox mechanical efficiency
ηg  Generator efficiency
Dwk  Wake diameter (m)
Ct  Trust coefficient
ƿ  Air intensity (kg/m3)
α  Wake decay coefficient
z0  Surface roughness length (m)
a  Induction factor
A  Swept area of wind turbines  (m2)
Aov  Overlap area  (m2)
CWF  Wind farm cost ($)
PWT  Power produced by wind turbine (MW)
PWF  Power produced by wind farm (MW)
ηWF  Wind farm efficiency (%)
CF  Capacity factor of wind farm (%)
Pr  Rated power of wind turbines (MW)
Vr  Rated wind speed of wind turbines (m/s)
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Introduction

The important interest and efforts devoted by government, 
energy production, industries and academic research to 
electricity production from renewable and clean energy 
with the maturity of existed technologies justify the big-
gest exploitation of wind energy over the recent years. 
For instance, the wind energy investments in Europe has 
received the biggest part of new renewable energy finance 
about 63% in 2018, up from 52% in 2017 [1]. As a result 
of this evolution, the design process becomes highly 
complex from the point of the significant energy capac-
ity to be produced, which generally requires hundreds of 
wind turbines (WTs) to be installed over a limited area. 
At this stage, several conflicting objectives, mechanisms 
and constraints have been imposed while requiring a bal-
ance between them in order to ensure the viability of wind 
energy project.

Designing wind farm (WF) layout refers to find the opti-
mal placement of each individual WT from others inside 
the specific WF boundaries. However, the quality and 
quantity of expected power produced by WF are gener-
ally reduced by various sources of losses in which wake 
effect is considered the most influencing one [2]. Many 
published works provide that wake interferences generated 
randomly by upstream turbines cause a significant reduc-
tion of wind speed and increase turbulence intensity [3, 4]. 
Consequently, it gives rise to maintenance cost and dimin-
ishes the power production of downstream turbines. In 
this regard and in order to mitigate the wake effect among 
each WTs placement, wind farm design layout optimiza-
tion (WFDLO) remains the best strategy to maximize WF 
performances.

Up to now, this problem has received a big attention by 
scientific research which is justified by the huge numbers 
of studies that have been addressed in the literature. The 
main objective conducted by these works is developing 
numerical algorithms that maximize power/energy produc-
tion (in other words decreases the wake effect) and mini-
mize the cost while satisfying certain constraints. These 
algorithms are based on different optimization techniques 
in which heuristic methods widely used. These methods 
includes genetic algorithm [5, 6], evolutionary algorithm 
[7], particle swarm optimization algorithm [8] and among 
others methods that can found in detail in these references 
[2, 9, 10].

Before reviewing some works that have done in this 
context, it is important to note that there are two basic 
approaches to represent the WF layout using heuristic 
methods [11, 12]. The first proposed approach consists of 
discretizing WF area into equal square grids. The center 
of each square represents the possible placement of WTs 

indicated by binary variables (0 and 1). Whilst the second 
approach called the continuous representation assumed 
that WTs can be placed at any position within the speci-
fied WF boundaries. In the literature, discrete approach 
is widely used to describe WF layout. But using such a 
methodology limits the feasible solutions of WTs place-
ment due to the predefined grids. Thus, using continuous 
approach sound more appropriate to explore all feasible 
positions of wind turbines within wind farm area.

Since the two works conducted by Mosetti et al. [13] 
and Grady et al. [14] to optimize WFDL using genetic 
algorithm with discrete approach, much studies have been 
developed. They focus on improving WF performances 
through several variables and using various optimization 
methods as mentioned before. The vast majority of studies 
are interested to optimize the cost per unit of power (COE) 
using turbines with different hub height. For instance, 
Chen et al. [15] proposed an optimization approach based 
on greedy algorithm to investigate the benefit of using 
WTs with different hub height (78 m and 50 m) rather than 
identical hub heights (78 m) considering the same cases 
study of Mosetti et al. [13]. The results obtained show a 
significant improvement in COE value. Note that this study 
gives importance only to the concept of using WTs with 
different hub height neglecting the sensitivity variation 
of wind speed and wake interactions with tower height. 
This aspect is then studied by MirHassani et al. [16] who 
developed a mathematical programming model using line-
arization technique and iterative method to evaluate power 
production under various conditions of wind speeds and 
directions. The numeral results showed better arguments 
compared with the results found in References [13, 15].

Other research studies attempted to investigate the 
influence of rotor diameter on the COE. Mustakerov and 
Borissova [17] optimize WTs placement for both square 
and rectangular area using combinatorial algorithm. In 
their study, they strived to optimize COE under two wind 
direction cases (uniform and predominant) as function of 
type and number of WTs. They concluded that install-
ing WTs with big size is more beneficial than WTs with 
small size. This study suffers from the lack of appropri-
ate modeling of wake effect and WF cost that have to be 
assumed as function of WTs size and number. Chowdhury 
et al. [18] confirmed that employing different diameters 
(case 2) with assumption of using uniform WT type for 
entire WF can improve the power output. They solved the 
problem using mixed discrete PSO algorithm. Meanwhile, 
in their last case study they showed that choosing differ-
ent WTs type instead of identical ones to be installed in 
WF can enhance the capacity factor by 2%. In the same 
manner, Rahbari et al. [19] combine the quadratic assign-
ment problem with genetic algorithm to found the optimal 
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arrangement of WTs. They also proved that using different 
types of WTs achieved a high WF efficiency.

According to the reviewed studies, we remark that the 
vast majority focuses on numerical approach without con-
sidering the appropriate modeling of some basic functions of 
WF. For example, a large part of developed works optimize 
COE using the simplified cost model proposed by Mosetti 
et al. [13].This later is assumed to be a function only of 
WTs number, which cannot represent the variation of COE 
with changing hub height or rotor diameter. In addition, a 
few works tacked the optimization problem considering the 
impact of rotor diameter size and estimate WF cost as a 
function of this crucial design variable but unfortunately 
cannot be exploited furthermore. For these reasons, we aim 
to contribute in the present study to investigate new optimi-
zation of WF design layout including these following points:

• Considering WTs types (rotor diameter), number and 
placement choice as variables of optimization.

• The cost of WF is estimated as a function of WT design 
variables to be more realistic.

• The power production is optimized using genetic algo-
rithm with continuous approach allowing the exploration 
of unlimited WF layouts.

• The optimization study is based on real offshore WF 
Horns Rev1 obtained from the literature [20, 21].

Thereafter, the paper continues with presenting the basic 
models for WF power and cost calculation in “Wind farm 
modeling”. The optimization procedure and case study are, 
respectively, explained in detail in “Optimization methodol-
ogy” and “Description of case study”. “Optimization results 
and discussions” discussed the optimization results of this 
current study. The last section summarized the conclusions 
and possible future research studies.

Wind farm modeling

Wake modeling

Wind speed passing through upstream WTs is modified by 
the phenomenon called wake effect. The growth of this effect 
is characterized by reduced wind speed and increased turbu-
lence intensity in downwind region. Indeed WTs placed in 
wake region produce less energy and require high mainte-
nance cost as compared with upstream WTs. Thus, modeling 
appropriately wake effect that plays a key role in determining 
WTs placement is a serious need to take into account during 
the WFDLO.

Until now, several wake models have been developed 
describing the proprieties of wind velocity deficit [22, 23]. 
They can be classified into two categories: computational 

and analytical wake models. The computational wake mod-
els based on solving the Navier–Stokes equation are gener-
ally considered more accurate but require high computa-
tional cost that makes their uses in WFDLO impossible [24]. 
Thereby, analytical wake models that characterize the far 
wake effect and based on analytical solution of wind speed 
velocity are highly recommended within optimization pro-
cess, especially for large WF with important WTs number 
[25, 26]. One of the most widely used is Jensen wake model 
[27] with linear assumption of wake expansion as shown in 
Fig. 1. This can be probably attributed to their capacity to 
predict the power losses with certain accuracy compared to 
other analytical models, as reported in Ref. [25]. Thus, this 
model is used in the current study to compute the reduction 
of incoming wind speed. According to Jensen wake model, 
the Vdf is expressed as follows:

where Dwk represents the wake diameter formulated by:

To describe and optimize WF layout, WTs positions are 
assigned by Cartesian coordinates (x, y) as follows:

The distances between upstream turbines i and down-
stream one j are calculated as follows:
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Fig. 1  Illustration of Jensen wake model [27]
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The wake decay and trust coefficients are considered con-
stant, respectively, in this study but they can be calculated 
as follows [16]:

It is well known that WF composed by an important num-
ber of WTs operated all at the same time. In this case, down-
stream turbines can be influenced not only by one WT wake 
but also by multiple interferences generated among several 
upstream turbines. Hence, the total wind velocity deficit for 
certain WTs can be determined by [28]

where Aov is the overlap area between downstream turbine 
area and wake region. It reflects the level of wake interaction 
between several WTs. In general, there are two interaction 
levels: partial interaction in which downstream turbines are 
partially operated within wake region generated by upstream 
WTs, and total interaction where downstream turbines are 
fully affected. Determining the Aov is based on some condi-
tions that have to be satisfied.

• For partial wake interactions, this inequality is verified:

And the overlap area can be formulated as [28]:

• For total interaction level, this inequality is verified:

(4)

{
dsw = (xi − xj) cos(�) − (yi − yj) sin(�)

dper = (xi − xj) sin(�) + (yi − yj) cos(�)
.
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And the overlap zone can be written as:

In the case of no wake interaction, the following inequality 
is satisfied:

According to expressions above, it is clearly shown that 
wind velocity reduction is related principally to crucial vari-
ables written below:

• Incoming wind speed Vf.
• Wind direction.
• Trust coefficient Ct.
• Wake decay coefficient α (in other words).
• Inter-space between turbines dsw and dper.
• Rotor diameter of WT D.
• Number of WTs N.

Power production modeling

To estimate the power production of WF under wake effect, we 
need at the first stage to determine the power generated by each 
individual WT. There are many expressions to approximate the 
power curve of WT that are elaborated in detail by Carrillo 
et al. [29]. Thus, the power production of WT is estimated as 
follows:

where CEF represent the efficiency factor expressed as 
follows:

In the present study, CEF is assumed to be equal to 40%.
The total power generated by WTs operating under wake 

effect is

Wind farm efficiency is obtained using this equation:
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Cost modeling

The main goal during the development of any power project 
is to generate energy at the lowest possible cost. At scien-
tific level, the cost modeling is one of the most complicated 
issues in WF design project. The majority of works pub-
lished in the stage of WFDLO used the simplistic normal-
ized model introduced by Mosetti et al. [13]. It assumes that 
WF cost is only a function of WTs number. The uses of such 
model to estimate WF cost with different WT types cannot 
give correct results because it does not include the different 
features related to a WTs design such as rotor diameter, hub 
high and rated power. To predict WF cost more accurately 
and as function of these design features, we propose in this 
study to relate the cost of WF to WT cost. This assumption 
can be justified by the fact that WT cost constitutes the most 
expensive component in WF and takes large part of wind 
energy finance with about 44% for onshore farms and 64% 
for offshore farms [10]. Therefore, we use in this study the 
cost model proposed in reference [2] that consists of the 
sum of rotor-nacelle assembly (RNA) cost as a function of 
rated power and the cost of WT tower as a function of WT 
design variables. Accordingly, the WF cost can be written 
as follows:

Optimization methodology

Any optimization problem including WF design layout 
requires the definition of four essential elements: the design 
variables, the constraints, the objective function and opti-
mization method. The formulation of these elements in the 
context of WF design layout is explained in subsections.

Design variables They consist of input parameters that 
can be varied to find the optimum solution. In our optimi-
zation study, consider these following design variables: 
position of each WT (x, y), WT types (diameter rotor) and 
number of WTs.

Constraints They describe the variation fields of design 
variables which mean that all solutions are not feasible 
due to the defined restrictions. Two basic constraints are 
respected during the optimization of WF layout. The first 
constraint represents the limit boundary of WF outside of 
which WT cannot be placed. This constraint is expressed 
as follows:

(19)

CWF = N

(
1170Pr +

(
1.5

(
0.016D2.8

( zh
D

)1.7
(
Pr

A

)0.6
)))

.

(20)

{
xmin ≤ xi ≤ xmax

ymin ≤ yi ≤ ymax

∀ i = 1, 2,… ,N,

where xmin, ymin, xmax and ymax represent the minimum and 
maximum boundaries of WF area

The second constraint defines the maximum inter-space 
required between two WTs. In our study, it is assumed to be 
equal to five times the rotor diameter and can be formulated 
by the following equation:

Objective function The objective function is the criteria 
to be optimized (maximized or minimized). Our main aim is 
to maximize the power production of WF under the presence 
of wake effect. The objective function denoted by FOBJ is 
written as:

It worth to mention that in the current study, other criteria 
such as efficiency (Eq. 18) and capacity factor (Eq. 23) are 
evaluated:

where power capacity is equal to 160 MW.
Optimization method In broad sense, optimization method 

is strongly dependent on the nature of optimization problem. 
It is well known that due to the non-linear behavior of power 
production that has to be evaluated under various types of 
variables (design/natural) WF design optimization cannot 
be solved by traditional approach such as trial and error or 
deterministic methods. Thence evolutionary algorithms are 
widely used in a particular genetic algorithm (GA) [2, 9]. 
This can be justified by its ability to handle complex and 
non-linear problems. Accordingly, we are interested in our 
study to use this method of optimization based on continu-
ous layout approach in which WTs can be located at any 
position within WF area.

Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart of optimization proce-
dure followed to find the optimal layout of WF. Once the 
input data are sited and aforementioned models are pro-
grammed in Matlab© software, optimization process began 
to seek for optimal solution. The GA search procedure con-
sists of the main following steps:

• Step 1: Creation of initial population GA began with 
generating a random population of n WTs position with 
respect to the two aforementioned constraints.

• Step 2: Evaluation of objective function WF layouts 
resulted from previous phase is done through objective 
function (Eq. 22)

• Step 3: GA operators The first operator started to select 
individuals that will contribute in the next population 
generation. The selection probability permits selecting 
the best individuals from the current generation. Cross-

(21)
√

(xi − xj)
2 + (yi − yj)

2 ≤ 5D.

(22)FOBJ = max(PWF).

(23)CF =
PWF

Power capacity
,
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over operator aim is to exchange two couples of genes 
(position) to produce new design layout. As crossover 
function, mutation operator is activated randomly with 
a certain probability (which is a parameter of GA) to 
modify one gene (position) of individual to another 
random and allowable position.

• Step 4: Generation of new wind farm layout The 
population of WF layouts that results from applying 
GA operators produces new design solution that will 
replace the old population. All steps above are repeated 
to ensure the generation of new population of feasible 

design layout at each iteration of optimization process 
until reaching the maximum number of iterations. 
Genetic algorithm parameters used in our study are 
summarized in Table 1.

Description of case study

As explained in previous sections, WF design layout is 
influenced by various factors, such as inter-space between 
turbines, way of sitting turbines, type and number of WTs 

No 

Population initial 

Evaluation of FOBJ 

Selection, Crossover, Mutation  

 Genetic Algorithm 

Generation of new WF layout  

Optimal WF Layout 

Number of iterations is 
satisfied 

   Yes 

Site characteristics 

Wind speed & direction 

Roughness

WF size 

Input Data 

Models 

Wake model 

Cost model 

Power model 

Matrix of design variables 

Configuration

Limit distance between 

WT design variables 

Fig. 2  Flowchart of WFDLO using genetic algorithm
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among other factors that impact directly the power pro-
duction and WF cost. To better understand the influence 
of these factors on design solutions, we strive in the pre-
sent study to analyze and compare several scenarios of 
WFDLO. The study is conducted based on real offshore 
WF Horns Rev available in literature [20, 21]. The Horns 
Rev offshore WF is located in the North Sea 14 km from 
the west coast of Denmark and extends approximately over 
20 km2. It consists of total rated power capacity equal to 
160 MW and of 80 Vestas WTs with rotor diameter of 
80 and rated power of 2 MW. WTs are ranked in regular 
layout of 8 rows by 10 columns with an inter-distance of 
7D among the dominant wind direction (0°). The specific 
information related to Horns Rev offshore WF is given in 
detail in Table 2.

It is worth to keep in mind that in the present study we 
investigate and compare different design layouts of Horns 
Rev offshore WF considering two principal case studies 
described below.

Case 1: comparison of three design layout of Horns 
Rev offshore wind farm

In this case, we considered three different design lay-
outs of Horns Rev offshore WF: reference layout (which 
is regular), irregular layout and optimized layout. The 
three layouts are compared in terms of power production, 
capacity factor and WF efficiency considering only the 
WTs position as design variable and using the 80 refer-
ence WTs of Vestas 80-2MW (same WTs type). Note that 
inter-space between WTs in the regular configuration (ref-
erence layout) is dsw = 7D and dper = 7D, whilst in irregular 
configuration the separation distance is equal to dsw = 7D 
and dper = 3.5D. Concerning the genetic algorithm used 

to obtain the third configuration, we use the data given 
in Table 1.

Case 2: Design layout optimization with four types 
of wind turbine

According to Eqs. (1), (15) and (19), we remark that rotor 
diameter of WTs plays a key role in determining wake inter-
actions between WTs, power production and WF cost. This 
factor is regarded in our study as a crucial design variable 
to look for optimal WF layout design. Generally speaking 
when a specific rotor diameter is selected there is a direct 
impact on inter-space between turbines and number of WTs 
over a limited WF area. For that reason, our goal behind this 
case study is to optimize WF layout considering different 
rotor diameter (type of turbines). Therefore, we consider 
four commercial WTs V80 (reference turbine), V66, V112 
and LW64, characteristics of which are presented in detail 
in Table 3. The design layout of the three additional WTs 
studied is constructed and optimized in similar manner as 
the reference layout V80. It is important to note that the 
number of WTs during the optimization process has to be 
defined for each WTs type. The optimization for three addi-
tional WTs is conducted under the real conditions of Horns 
Rev offshore WF.

Optimization results and discussions

The present study is conducted based on Horns Rev off-
shore WF characteristics with assumption that all design 
layouts are optimized under the mean wind speed of 
10.6 m/s and dominant wind direction of 0° [32]. Our 
purpose here is to investigate the impact of some effec-
tive inputs variables on power production and cost of WF 

Table 1  Defined parameters of genetic algorithm

Parameters Values

Size of initial population
Selection pressure
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Iterations number

150
3
0.25
0.75
400

Table 2  Specific information 
of wind farm site and wake 
parameters

Site roughness
Mean wind speed
Wind direction
Wake decay coefficient
Air density

0.001
10.6
0
0.04
1.225

Table 3  Basic information of four commercial WTs [30, 31]

WTs model D Pr zh Vr

Vestas66 66 2 60 17
Vestas80 80 2 70 14.5
Vestas112 112 3 84 13
Leanwind164 164 8 110 12.5

Table 4  Results of power improvement

Layouts com-
parison

Irregular/refer-
ence

Optimized/refer-
ence

Optimized/
irregular

Power improve-
ment (%)

57,890 92,679 22,033
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considering the main cases study explained in previous 
section.

Seeking of how to place WTs inside the limited WF 
area constitutes a complex task during design process. 
Indeed, sitting WTs based on classical method cannot 
always gives a high performance, especially when WTs 
number is very important.

Therefore, we investigate in the first case under study 
the influence of three principal configurations on WF 
power production, efficiency and capacity factor. It should 
be recalling that 80 WTs of V80-2MW with total power 
capacity of 160 MW are considered as a reference design 
layout (Fig. 3a). The power production is evaluated under 
wake effect taking into account the WTs position as the 
unique design variable.

Figure 3 illustrates the WF layout of three configurations: 
the reference layout of Horns Rev offshore WF, irregular and 

optimized one, and the results are summarized in Table 5. As 
can be seen, the power production of WTs placed in regular 
configuration (Fig. 3a) presents a significant power degrada-
tion as compared with other configurations. This result can 
be explained by the fact of high wake interactions between 
WTs. In such placement, each downstream column of WTs 
is influenced by multiple wake effect generated among 
upstream turbines and cannot be avoided while wind direc-
tion is equal to 0°. To overcome this issue, we displaced 
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Fig. 3  Illustration of design layouts of hors rev offshore wind farm

Table 5  Comparison results of three wind farm design layouts

WF layouts Reference Irregular Optimized

PWF (MW) 37.4 59.1 72.04
CF (%) 23.3 36.93 45
η (%) 31.89 50.39 88
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downstream turbines from upstream ones by 3.5 times rotor 
diameter space to reduce wake interferences (Fig. 3b). It is 
clearly shown in Table 5 that WF power production consid-
ering irregular layout is increased. As shown in Table 4 there 
is a remarkable improvement about 57.89% as compared 
with reference configuration. To explore the possible design 
layouts of WF and not be limited to regular and irregular 
design layouts, we demonstrate in Fig. 3c the effectiveness 
of optimized layout. The results shown in Table 4 prove that 
the optimized layout improved the power production about 
97% compared with reference layout and by 22% compared 
with irregular one. In addition, a slightly increase in both 
capacity factor and WF efficiency is noticed (Table 5). It can 
be concluded from these results that it is crucial for large WF 
with important number of WTs to use optimization approach 
to select the optimal WF layout.

Figure 4 presents the history of WFDLO over 400 itera-
tions used in GA. It clearly illustrated that at each iteration 
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Fig. 4  Convergence history for optimization runs of 400 FOBJ evalu-
ations using GA (optimized layout)
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run there is a new generation of WF design layout better 
than the old one. A gradual improvement in WF power pro-
duction reflects the effectiveness of proposed algorithm to 
reach the optimal solution over 400 evaluations of function 
objective (FOBJ).

The numerical analysis carried out in the second case 
study aims at finding the optimal positions and choosing 
the type and number of WTs that give high performances. 
Figure 4 shows the optimization results of hors rev offshore 
WF using the four commercial WTs of V80, V66, V112 and 
LW164. As can be observed from Fig. 5, the design layouts 
and the number of WTs are strongly depend on WTs size. 
As much as the WTs size is bigger as the number of installed 
WTs become fewer. Consequently this provide more free 
search space that leads to converge easily to optimal design 
layout. For example, it is clearly seen that WTs are very 
close when WTs number is important, N = 80 (for V66 and 
V80). This can be explained by the fact of limit exploration 
of search space defined by the constraints of minimum dis-
tance between WTs. Whereas in the case of fewer numbers 
of WTs (V112 and LW164), there is a large possible layout 
exploration to find optimal placement of WTs inside WF 
limits.

Further examining the results in Table 6, we can see that 
the power production and capacity factor increase gradually 
for WF designed with big rotor diameter except in the case 
of LW164. Notwithstanding the raises of wake effect with 
increased rotor diameter size (as can be seen in Eq. 1), wake 
interferences generated among upstream turbines are weak 
because of few number of WTs. Accordingly, high power 
production, capacity factor and efficiency are obtained, 
respectively, by V112 and 164 as compared with small WTs 
V66 and V80. The most important observation that can be 
noted after comparing the performances of these optimized 
layouts is that designing WF based only on WTs size is not 
always a good idea. For this reason, the design layout with 

53 WTs of V112 presented best objective performances 
rather than design layout with LW164.

Note that the performance degradation of WFDL with 
LW164 can be attributed to the number of WTs preliminar-
ily selected to reach 160 MW. Generally speaking the power 
production of WF increase not only by increasing the size 
of the rotor diamter of WTs but also with the determined 
number of WTs. From Table 7, it can be concluded that 
WF cost and cost per unit of power are also related to the 
number and size of WTs. The results show that WFDL con-
sidering V112 gives the best results in terms of economic 
objective. In Fig. 6, convergence histories for four WFDLO 
are depicted. 

Conclusion

In this paper, a new optimization study of realistic WF 
design layout was performed. The main objective is design-
ing wind farm area under realistic conditions considering 
different WTs types. In the first step of proposed study, an 
optimization approach using genetic algorithm with continu-
ous layout representation is conducted to demonstrate and 
validate the effectiveness and benefit of using such a meth-
odology to seek for optimal WTs placements. Designing the 
WF layout with four commercial WTs is then investigated 
and compared in terms of various performance objectives 
in a second step.

The results show that using an optimization approach 
instead of designing WF area with traditional rules (regular 
or irregular layouts) leads to find the optimal design lay-
out with high degree of power production. Otherwise, for a 

Table 6  Optimization results of WFDL using four wind turbines 
types

WT types V66 V80 V112 LW164

PWF (MW)
CF (%)
η (%)

47.20
30
88

71.68
45
87

107.12
67
94

94.23
59
99.81

Table 7  Cost per unit of power for optimized design layouts

V66 V80 V112 LW164

CWF (M$) 196.48 199.04 199.22 200
CWF/PWF ($/W) 4.16 2.77 1.85 2.13
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Fig. 6  Convergence histories for four WFDLO
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given WF area it figured out that a selection of specific WT 
type plays a key role. Designing an area based only on WT 
size is not always a good idea. Indeed, the power production, 
capacity factor, efficiency and cost per unit of power depend 
strongly on both number and size of WTs. Accordingly, it 
can be concluded that it is hard to make a choice in terms of 
power production and WF cost at the same time due to the 
contradictory aspect of both objectives.

In future studies, it is important to investigate the relation-
ship between WF design layout and the compromise between 
power production and WF cost. The study will emphasize 
the need to include other design variables such as using WTs 
with different hub height. In addition, the study will be con-
ducted under the variability of wind speed and direction of 
WF.
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